High-load preconditioning of human soft tissue hamstring grafts: An in vitro biomechanical analysis.
In order to minimize viscoelastic elongation of ACL reconstruction grafts, preconditioning protocols have been employed in clinical practice prior to final graft fixation. The purpose of this study was to evaluate two separate high-load static preconditioning protocols of double-looped semitendinosus-gracilis grafts and compare these results to both a current clinical protocol and a control group with no preconditioning protocol applied. It was hypothesized that a high-load, static preconditioning protocol would minimize graft elongation during a simulated progressive early rehabilitation compared to both the "89 N" clinical protocol and control groups. Grafts were randomly allocated into four preconditioning study groups: (1) control (no preconditioning), (2) clinical protocol (89 N for 15 min), (3) high-load, short duration (600 N for 20 s), and (4) high-load, long duration (600 N for 15 min). After preconditioning, grafts were cyclically loaded between 10 and 400 N at 0.5 Hz for 450 cycles to simulate early postoperative rehabilitation. Graft displacement (elongation) was recorded during both preconditioning and cyclic loading. Increased preconditioning load magnitude and duration significantly reduced graft elongation during cyclic loading (p < 0.05) which corresponded to an inverse relationship with increased elongation during preconditioning. The "600 N for 15 min" protocol resulted in significantly less elongation during simulated early rehabilitation than both the control group and the "89 N for 15 min" protocol (p < 0.001, p < 0.05). Graft elongation during simulated early rehabilitation was significantly reduced by a high-load preconditioning protocol applied for an extended period of time compared to a current common clinical protocol and grafts that were not preconditioned. In addition, the amount of elongation during simulated early rehabilitation was similar between grafts preconditioned using the current clinical practice protocol and the high-load/short-duration protocol, implying that the latter could potentially induce the same viscoelastic changes in soft tissue grafts as the current clinical practice. The "600 N for 20 s" preconditioning protocol may provide similar postoperative results as the clinical protocol, "89 N for 15 min", and also reduce or maintain operative time. A high-load preconditioning protocol that reduces graft elongation may benefit patients undergoing ACL reconstruction, especially for cases of failed primary reconstruction, genu recurvatum, and increased tibial slope, where maintaining graft length is imperative to restore knee stability.